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Microtubules are essential cytoskeletal tracks for
cargo transportation in axons and also serve as the
primary structural scaffold of neurons. Structural
assembly, stability, and dynamics of axonal microtu-
bules are of great interest for understanding neuronal
functions and pathologies. However, microtubules
are so densely packed in axons that their separations
are well below the diffraction limit of light, which
precludes using optical microscopy for live-cell
studies. Here, we present a single-molecule imaging
method capable of resolving individual microtubules
in live axons. In our method, unlabeled microtubules
are revealed by following individual axonal cargos
that travel along them. We resolved more than six
microtubules in a 1 mm diameter axon by real-time
tracking of endosomes containing quantum dots.
Our live-cell study also provided direct evidence
that endosomes switch between microtubules while
traveling along axons, which has been proposed to
be the primary means for axonal cargos to effectively
navigate through the crowded axoplasmic environ-
ment.
INTRODUCTION
Neurons are morphologically polarized cells with their axons
extending to lengths several orders of magnitude greater than
the size of their cell bodies (Craig and Banker, 1994; Witte and
Bradke, 2008). Due to the immense length of axons (up to
a meter), neurons rely on active transport of vesicular cargos
between the cell bodies and axon termini for proper distribution
of proteins, lipids and other materials. Indeed, virtually all axonal
cargos are carried to their destination by molecular motors
traveling along microtubules. Kinesin motors transport cargos
toward axonal termini, while dynein motors move cargos toward
the cell body (Holzbaur, 2004; Vale, 2003; Vale et al., 1992).
Because microtubules are the cytoskeletal tracks for axonal
transportation and also the primary structural scaffold of axons
(Holzbaur, 2004; Vale, 2003), assembly of microtubules is tightly
regulated in axons. Disorganized microtubules have been linked
to failed axonal transport and to the formation of a retraction bulb
at an injured axonal site (Baas and Qiang, 2005; Erturk et al.,
2007). Emerging data suggest that abnormalities in the microtu-Structure 17, 1433–14bule system result in neuronal connectivity disorders in Parkin-
son’s disease and schizophrenia (Andrieux et al., 2006; Cappel-
letti et al., 2005; De Vos et al., 2008).
Much of our current knowledge about the structure of microtu-
bule assembly in axons is based on biochemical studies and
electron microscopy (EM) imaging with fixed cells or tissues
(Falnikar and Baas, 2009; Heidemann et al., 1984; Hirokawa,
1982; Nixon, 1998; Takahashi et al., 2007). Axonal microtubules
were first revealed by EM to be evenly spaced tubular structures
that run nearly parallel to each other in the longitudinal direction of
axons (Bray and Bunge, 1981; Hirano and Dembitzer, 1967). In
the early 1980s, Heidemann et al. (Heidemann et al., 1981; Heide-
mann and McIntosh, 1980) discovered that axonal microtubules
have a uniform polarity with their plus ends oriented away from
the cell body and their minus ends facing the soma (Conde and
Caceres, 2009; Kwan et al., 2008; Witte and Bradke, 2008).
Further EM studies also revealed that microtubule-associated
proteins such as Tau form cross-bridge structures that regulate
the structural assembly of axonal microtubules by altering their
spacing and bundling (Baas and Qiang, 2005; Conde and
Caceres, 2009; Dehmelt and Halpain, 2005; Ellisman and Porter,
1980; Harada et al., 1994; Yang et al., 1999). Because microtu-
bules are essential for cargo transport within the axon, alterations
in their spatial organization would inevitably affect the axonal
transport process and likely play an important role in many neuro-
logical diseases (Falnikar and Baas, 2009). Although EM studies
helped elucidate the structural assembly of microtubules in fixed
neurons, they cannot recapitulate how axonal microtubules
organize in live neurons and, most importantly, how microtubule
assembly affects axonal transport.
Optical fluorescence imaging has been widely applied in life
sciences because of its noninvasive, highly specific and time-
resolved nature. However, the spatial resolution of lens-based
optical microscopy has a physical lower bound due to the diffrac-
tion of light (Born and Wolf, 1997), which prevents resolving
structures finer than half the wavelength of probing light. There
are over 15 microtubules packed into a mammalian axon (500–
1000 nm diameter) separated by distances (50 nm) smaller
than the diffraction limit. As a result, conventional optical micros-
copy cannot resolve individual axonal microtubules. A report
using fluorescence speckle microscopy (FSM) has demon-
strated the ability to resolve a few microtubules in the shaft region
of Xenopus neurons where axons are as wide as 15 mm (Chang
et al., 1999; Waterman-Storer et al., 1998). However, the FSM
technique is still limited by the diffraction of light and cannot
resolve individual microtubules when they are tightly packed in
mammalian axons.41, November 11, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1433
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niques, such as PALM (Betzig et al., 2006; Biteen et al., 2008),
fPALM (Hess et al., 2006), STORM (Rust et al., 2006), STED
(Donnert et al., 2006), GSDIM (Folling et al., 2008), and SSIM
(Gustafsson, 2005) have emerged to defy the diffraction limit.
As summarized in recent reviews (Hell, 2009; Moerner, 2007),
localization-based techniques such as PALM, fPALM, and
STORM take advantage of the fact that the center of the point
spread function (PSF) of a single emitter can be determined to
a few nanometer, a precision significantly greater than the
diffraction limit of 200–300 nm (Kural et al., 2005; Moerner,
2006 ; Yildiz et al., 2003). To ensure that PSFs of individual fluo-
rophores do not overlap in the images, photo-switchable fluoro-
phores are used so that only a small subset of the population is
converted to the fluorescent state for each imaging cycle (Bates
et al., 2005; Patterson and Lippincott-Schwartz, 2002). Superre-
solution is achieved by repeating the activation-imaging-locali-
zation cycles for many times and subsequently combining the
series of images together to reconstruct a single high-resolution
image. This strategy can resolve cellular features as small as
20 nm, but it often requires minutes to hours of data collection
for a high-resolution image, which hinders its application to study
fast dynamic processes.
In the present study, we use simple wide-field recording
combined with the localization-based strategy to perform
dynamic studies in live axons at resolutions below the diffraction
limit. We take advantage of the axonal transport process to sepa-
rate single fluorophores so their PSFs do not overlap. We then
locate the centers of moving endosomes labeled with quantum
dots (QD) with high accuracy at each time point. Time-lapse
positions of a moving endosome reveal the unlabeled microtu-
bule track along which the endosome travels. This method
allowed us to resolve individual axonal microtubules with their
interdistance well below the diffraction limit. In particular, we
have resolved more than six microtubules packed in a 1 mm
diameter axon and directly observed that endosomes switch
between microtubule tracks while traveling through axons.
RESULTS
Endosomal Tracking to Achieve Superresolution
The natural process of endosomal transport in axons allows for
the separation of fluorophores in time and space (Figure 1A).
Unlike previous strategies that achieve superresolution by
switching fluorophores on and off through repeated activation-
deactivation cycles, we effectively exploit the dynamic nature
of moving organelles to temporally separate the otherwise
spatially overlapping images. As illustrated in Figure 1A, fluores-
cence images of moving endosomes are recorded frame by
frame. The central positions of individual endosomes can be
determined to very high accuracy by fitting their PSF intensity
profiles with a two-dimensional (2D) Gaussian function. By
tracking endosomal central positions over time, we can map
out the microtubule tracks that the organelle travels along.
Cumulative trajectories of individual organelles depict densely
packed cytoskeletal structures with high accuracy (Figure 1A).
We chose QD fluorophores for their high photostability, which
is essential for continuous tracking of endosomal transport for
long periods of time (tens of minutes). The PSF of a single mole-1434 Structure 17, 1433–1441, November 11, 2009 ª2009 Elseviercule emitter (Bates et al., 2005; Pierobon et al., 2009), a spherical
fluorescent bead or organelle containing a large number of
fluorophores (Bruno et al., 2008; Kural et al., 2005), is well
approximated by a 2D Gaussian profile. However, a low copy
number of fluorophores generally does not project a Gaussian
emission profile. Despite providing a stronger signal, multiple
quantum dots in a single endosome are not beneficial for locali-
zation purposes because endosomes generally only contain
a low copy number of quantum dots. Hence a single quantum
dot is desired in each endosome to ensure proper fitting of the
PSF with a 2D Gaussian function.
Imaging Platform for NGF Retrograde Transport
The system of axonal transport we examined was retrograde
transport of nerve growth factor (NGF) in dorsal root ganglia
(DRG) neurons ofRattus norvegicus. NGF is a member of the neu-
rotrophin protein family that supports neuronal survival, stimu-
lates neurite growth, and maintains proper neuronal connections
(Zweifel et al., 2005). It has been shown that externally applied
NGF binds to its TrkA membrane receptor located at the axon
terminus and the whole NGF-TrkA complex is subsequently
endocytosed into endosomes that are retrogradely transported
along the axonal microtubules back to the cell body (Grimes
et al., 1997; Zweifel et al., 2005). Our previous studies indicate
that there is only a single NGF molecule per endosome (Cui
et al., 2007). Hence by labeling individual NGF molecules with
a single QD, we can apply the single molecule subdiffraction
imaging to resolve individual axonal microtubules.
Imaging of NGF retrograde transport is enabled by a previously
developed imaging platform specifically designed to study
axonal transport (Cui et al., 2007) (Figure 1B). A pseudo total
internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscope, QD labeled
NGF, and a sensitive EMCCD camera were used to achieve
single molecule sensitivity in live neurons. DRG neurons were
cultured in a microfluidic chamber (Cui et al., 2007; Taylor et al.,
2003) that separated the chemical environment of the axon
termini from that of the cell bodies (Figure 1B, upper panel).
NGF molecules labeled 1:1 with QDs (emission max at 605 nm)
were applied only to the distal axon compartment, where
QD-NGF molecules bind to TrkA receptors and were endocy-
tosed to form endosomes. Under the conditions used in this
study, we measured that the vast majority (>80%) of endosomes
contain a single QD-NGF complex, as identified by QD photo-
blinking (Cui et al., 2007). Live imaging was carried out exclusively
in the microchannels or in the cell body compartment, where only
successfully internalized and transported QD-containing endo-
somes can be observed. A low-power green laser (532 nm,
5 mW) was used as the excitation source in order to minimize
phototoxicity. Under our experimental conditions, the same
imaging area can be imaged continuously for greater than
30 min without any visible damage to the cells or to the axonal
transport process (see Movies S1 and S2 available online).
Endosomes were observed to move exclusively toward the
cell body (retrograde direction) with a ‘‘stop-and-go’’ pattern –
active movements interspersed with short pauses ranging from
a few hundred milliseconds to several seconds. On rare occa-
sions, endosomes were observed to reverse their traveling
direction for very short periods of time. Given the direction of
transport (+ to  end) and the average velocity (1.3 mm/s),Ltd All rights reserved
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(Bruno et al., 2008; Kural et al., 2005; Vale, 2003). In general,
we observed that endosomes proceed much longer distances
(more than 40 mm) in axons compared with previous in vitro
studies (Kardon et al., 2009; Mallik et al., 2005; Reck-Peterson
et al., 2006), where molecular motors undergo processive move-
ment for a characteristic length of only 1-2 mm before they
Figure 1. Schematic Representations of
Imaging Strategy and Platform
(A) An illustration of imaging scheme. Fluores-
cently labeled organelles that are traveling along
microtubules in an axon appear as large diffrac-
tion-limited spheres. At each time point, the
central positions of those organelles (containing
a single fluorescent molecule) are determined to
high accuracy by fitting with a 2D Gaussian func-
tion. As organelles travel along the axon, their
time-lapse central positions trace out the microtu-
bule tracks that they are moving along. Cumulative
trajectories depict densely packed microtubules
that are otherwise unresolvable using conven-
tional optical imaging.
(B) Platform for single molecule imaging of axonal
transport. DRG neurons are cultured inside the
microfluidic chamber that separates the chemical
environment of the distal axons from that of the
cell bodies. Fluorescent QD-NGF is applied only
to the distal axons where it binds its membrane
receptor and is subsequently endocytosed and
retrogradely transported toward the cell body.
Imaging is restricted to the microchannels or to
the cell body chamber, so only internalized and
transported QD-NGF molecules are observed
using a pseudo-TIRF imaging setup. The angle of
the incident laser beam is adjusted to be slightly
less than the critical angle so the refracted beam
penetrates 1 mm into the solution.
dissociate from the microtubule track.
These long run lengths are likely due to
microtubule-associated proteins on the
endosomes and the extremely confined
space in the axon, where the organelles
are restricted from diffusing very far
from the microtubule tracks.
Determining the Localization
Accuracy
To determine the precision of our method,
we first examined the localization accu-
racy of stationary QD-NGFs using our
imaging platform. Individual QD-NGFs
randomly immobilized on a glass surface
were imaged for 800 successive frames
at 10 frames per second. Due to the
diffraction of light, each QD-NGF pro-
jected a434 pixel2 PSF image (1 pixel =
0.23 mm) on the CCD camera. While the
spread of the PSF imposes a lower limit on
the resolving power of the optical system
(>250 nm in this system), we determined
the centers of the PSFs, and hence, the locations of QD-NGF to
a much higher accuracy by fitting with a 2D Gaussian function
(Figure 2A) (Thompson et al., 2002; Yildiz et al., 2003). A MATLAB
software pipeline for large-scale processing of time-lapsed data
from the imaging experiment was developed for this purpose.
Figure 2B displays the spread of the determined center positions
for a single QD-NGF over 321 frames. The standard deviation ofStructure 17, 1433–1441, November 11, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1435
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tion accuracy is comparable to some previously reported work of
single molecules or organelle tracking in live cells (Bates et al.,
2005; Pierobon et al., 2009), but lower than those reports that
tracked organelles with a large number of fluorophores (Bruno
et al., 2008; Kural et al., 2005). Consistent with theoretical predic-
tions and previous observations (Thompson et al., 2002; Yildiz
et al., 2003), the localization accuracy improved with increased
brightness of the fluorophores (Figure 2C). Therefore, by setting
a threshold for brightness and filtering out dim molecules, higher
localization accuracy can be achieved. The actual resolution of
the image, however, corresponds to the full-width-half-maximum
(FWHM) value of the distribution of the determined center posi-
tions (Rust et al., 2006). Under our experimental conditions and
averaged over 200 stationary QD-NGF molecules, standard devi-
ation of the localized center positions was found to be 11.5 nm,
which gives an actual FWHM resolution of 27 nm. Therefore,
two microtubules separated by 50 nm should be resolvable.
Resolving Individual Microtubules in a Live Axon
Previous studies using EM showed axonal microtubules to be
mostly rigid structures that run parallel to each other (Heidemann
et al., 1984; Hirokawa, 1982). However, these analyses were per-
formed on fixed samples and were generally limited to very short
segments (usually hundreds of nanometers along the axon).
Using our method, we were able to track individual moving endo-
somes over distances greater than 50 mm. Dynamic trajectories
of individual endosomes containing a single QD-NGF were used
to construct microtubule tracks that they travel along (Figure 3).
Figure 2. Localization Accuracy of Immobi-
lized Quantum Dots
(A) The point-spread-function of a single QD-NGF
molecule overlaid with the fitted 2D Gaussian
function. The central position is determined to
high accuracy after 2D Gaussian fitting.
(B) Spread of center positions of an immobilized
quantum dot over 321 frames.
(C) Dependence of localization accuracy versus
the brightness of the quantum dot. By excluding
points below 5000 a.u., a centroid standard devia-
tion of 11.5 nm was achieved.
(D) The distribution of the standard deviations of
30 QD-NGF molecules imaged over 800 frames
(80 s), with the mean at 11.5 nm.
Figure 3A shows the position traces
(including the dim points with lower reso-
lutions) of 9 different endosomes over a
40-mm-long section of an axon, depicting
at least 5 different microtubules. Spatial
separations between different traces
are fairly small because the distances
between different microtubules are about
50-100 nm. We can nevertheless extract
individual traces with high precision by
simultaneously reconstructing the time
trajectories of these observed endo-
somes. Figure 3B clearly shows that
traces that are spatially close to each
other are well separated in the time domain. For example, the
magenta and blue traces spatially overlap in Figure 3A, likely
due to traveling on the same microtubule; but they are well sepa-
rated by > 40 s in time domain as displayed in Figure 3B. The
same is true for the red and green traces.
In Figure 3C, a 5000 a.u. brightness threshold is employed to
achieve 27 nm resolution traces of multiple microtubules in
a single axon. Therefore, we can assign whether two traces are
overlapped or separated. From this data set of 2000 frames
and 14 endosomes, we traced out 6 microtubules in an axon.
As seen in Figure 3, axonal microtubules are not evenly spaced
over the length of the axon. Instead, they follow a similar shape
determined by the curvature of the axon, parallel at times but
intersecting and overlapping at other times. Zoomed-in views
of three different regions provide finer structures of the microtu-
bules (Figure 3c1, c2, c3). Traces can be parallel (black and brown
in Figure 3c1), overlapped (magenta and black in Figure 3c2), or
intertwined along axons (green and gray in Figure 3c3). Figure 3c2
shows the magenta and black microtubules overlapping, but
they are well separated in other parts of the axon as shown in
Figures 3c1 and 3c3. Because we are observing a 2D projection
of 3D structures, intersecting and short-distance overlapping are
likely due to microtubules stacked on top of each other.
Capturing Dynamic Events When Endosomes Switch
Microtubule Tracks
The ability to capture dynamic information at very high resolution
allowed us to observe in great detail how organelles and cargos
travel long distances despite the finite run length of molecular1436 Structure 17, 1433–1441, November 11, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved
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Superresolution Imaging by Dynamic Object TrackingStructure 17, 1433–144motors and the discontinuity of the microtubule tracks. Axons
contain a large number of microtubules in a highly constrained
space. The question remains whether molecular motors switch
between microtubule tracks while transporting endosomes
inside axons. As stated earlier, dynein motor has a finite run
length and will eventually dissociate from microtubules (Reck-
Peterson et al., 2006; Ross et al., 2008; Schutz et al., 2004).
Once dissociated, it is likely that the endosome can bind another
microtubule to continue its movement. Microtubule track switch-
ing has been observed in vitro when two microtubules are
directly in contact with each other (Ross et al., 2008). However,
microtubule track switching in live axons has not been previously
reported.
By following the dynamic trajectories of QD-NGF, we
observed endosomes switching microtubule tracks during
axonal transport. In Figure 3A, the red, blue, and magenta traces
are initially overlapping and following the same microtubule. The
red trace shows a sudden lateral movement of approximately
300 nm at the position marked by the black arrow before jumping
to the same microtubule as the green trace. The gray arrow
marks a similar large lateral movement for the blue trace. Corre-
sponding black and gray arrows in Figure 3B mark the time at
which these switching events occur. These lateral sharp curves
of a few hundred nanometers most likely do not reflect the shape
of the microtubules because the microtubule assembly is a rela-
tively stiff chain with a large persistence length of up to 5000 mm
(Pampaloni et al., 2006; van den Heuvel et al., 2007), which
precludes sharp curves on the nanometer scale. We interpret
these large lateral movements as events where endosomes
switch microtubule tracks. This interpretation is also supported
by the frequent observation of accompanying out-of-focus
movements with increased Brownian motion, which is likely
due to endosomes dissociated from the first microtubule before
binding with a new one.
More convincing evidence came from occasions where
a single endosome made a reversal of movement upon binding
to a new microtubule. Figures 4A and 4B display the position
and time trajectories of an endosome capturing a series of
events clearly showing microtubule track switching during
axonal transport (see Movie S3). The endosome initially pauses
for 8 s (black) before proceeding on one microtubule in the retro-
grade direction (red), undergoes a y-position offset of about
Figure 3. Resolving Individual Axonal Microtubules
A and B show the x-y positional trajectories and the corresponding x-t time
traces of 9 endosomes traveling in the same axon. These trajectories include
dim points that have 70 nm FMHM resolution. Even though the trajectories
are overlapped spatially, they are clearly separated in the time regime, allowing
one to use the localization-based method to achieve superresolution. In (A) the
red, blue, and magenta trajectories initially overlap and follow the same MT but
are well separated temporally in (B). The red endosome makes a rapid lateral
movement indicated by the black arrow and then proceeds along the same MT
as the green endosome. Another switching event is marked for the blue trace.
(C) High-resolution (27 nm) long-distance traces constructed using a 5000
a.u. brightness cutoff. Unlike EM studies that restrict their field-of-view to
several hundred nanometers, our wide-field recording method traces out
microtubule structure over several tens of microns. The insets c1, c2, and c3
show zoomed-in fine structures of the microtubules. In some parts of the
axon, they are overlapped (the black and purple traces in c2), but in other areas
they are clearly separated.1, November 11, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1437
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motion (orange), associates with a new microtubule and reverses
moving direction (anterograde, blue), pauses yet another time
(yellow), reverses direction again back to retrograde motion,
and continues on the new microtubule (gray). Those events
provided the first direct evidence that endosomes switch
between different microtubules while traveling along axons in
live neurons. Our ability to observe transport dynamics in great
detail will enhance future studies concerning molecular mecha-
nisms of axonal transport.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we achieved superresolution by separating mole-
cules in both the temporal and spatial domains. Using this
Figure 4. Capturing Microtubule Track-Switching Event During
Axonal Transport
A and B display the x-y trajectory and the corresponding x-t time trace for an
endosome that clearly exhibits microtubule track switching during axonal
transport. The plots are colored by segments to denote a series of detailed
events: initial pausing (black); directional retrograde transport (colored red);
large lateral movement with continued retrograde transport (green); dissocia-
tion from the microtubule and Brownian diffusion in the cytosol (orange); asso-
ciation with a new microtubule and short anterograde transport (blue); a long
pause (yellow) followed by retrograde transport along the new microtubule
(gray) (see Movie S3).1438 Structure 17, 1433–1441, November 11, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Lmethod, we resolved individual microtubules in live axons and
directly observed endosomes switching between different
microtubule tracks during axonal transport. The reconstructed
microtubule traces at 27 nm resolution appear organized as
shown in previous EM studies, but are not uniform over the length
of the axon. They are seen to overlap and intertwine at various
locations and this is reasonable given the long length of axons.
Our technique makes it possible to resolve individual microtu-
bules in a live axon and could potentially be used to characterize
axonal transport and the assembly of axonal microtubules in
normal and disease neurons. Furthermore, we have captured
the dynamic events when endosomes switch between microtu-
bule tracks. The ability of molecular motors to switch between
microtubule tracks has been proposed to be the primary means
to effectively navigate through the crowded cellular environment
and deliver cargos to the appropriate location. Many neurode-
generative diseases exhibit accumulation of vesicles, organelles,
or misfolded proteins insides axons, which has shown to
adversely affect axonal transport (De Vos et al., 2008; Stokin
et al., 2005). It is likely that endosomes will exhibit more pauses
and more frequent track switching in jammed axons, and we plan
to study those early events of axonal pathology.
It is worth noting the dynamic nature of the microtubule scaf-
fold in cells. Although microtubules are very dynamic and
undergo cycles of rapid growth and disassembly in growth
cones, they are rather stable and have a long half-life (t1/2 > 2 hr)
in mature axons where our imaging experiments were carried out
(Chang et al., 1999; Conde and Caceres, 2009). Therefore,
axonal microtubules appear as stable structures in our imaging
time scale (2-3 min), and we frequently observe multiple endo-
somes traveling on the same microtubules.
Because the entire QD-NGF-TrkA complex is endocytosed
into the endosome, one concern is how much of the observed
movement is caused by the movement of the complex inside
the endosome. Endosomes containing NGF-TrkA complexes
have diameters in the range of 50-100 nm (Grimes et al., 1996;
Nishida et al., 2007). Previous experiments (Yano et al., 2001)
showed that TrkA receptors interact with dynein light chain, in
which case the quantum dot cannot move within the endosomes.
If, however, the QD-NGF-TrkA complex could freely diffuse on
the endosomal membrane, we expect the QD-NGF-TrkA to
sample the entire endosomal space in the 100 ms exposure
time. In this case, the center of the endosome would still be accu-
rately determined by fitting the PSF with a 2D Gaussian function.
In both cases, the observed time-dependent movement will
mainly come from the movement of the endosome along the
microtubule.
Generally, two conditions need to be met in order to obtain
superresolution images: (1) each single molecule is localized
with the high accuracy; (2) the distance between individual local-
ized points is smaller than half of the desired resolution (Nyquist
criterion) (Biteen et al., 2008; Shroff et al., 2008). The Nyquist
criterion ensures that the structure is adequately sampled for
the desired resolution. For our method, the first condition is met
as demonstrated by the 11.5 nm uncertainty for the center posi-
tions of the fluorophores. For the second condition, however, the
interval distance between two adjacent points in a moving trajec-
tory is around 130 nm (average speed 1.3 mm/s 3 0.1 s time
interval). This distance is larger than the desired resolution.td All rights reserved
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axonal microtubules are rather stiff, with persistence lengths in
the millimeter range, resulting in a maximum 1.6 nm deviation
from a straight line within 130 nm, which is much smaller than
the localization uncertainty. Therefore, a superresolution image
of microtubules can be obtained by linking adjacent localization
points.
While the fluorescence image of a stationary or pausing endo-
some is a spherically symmetric PSF, a moving object poses
a slightly elliptical fluorescence spot when integrated over time.
We performed simulations to compare the accuracy of fitting
both symmetric and elliptical PSFs with symmetric and asym-
metric 2D Gaussian functions (Supplemental Experimental
Procedures). It was found that fitting a realistic elliptical PSF
with an asymmetrical Gaussian did not significantly improve
localization accuracy and in some cases was worse (Table S1),
likely due to numerical instability introduced by the extra fitting
parameters. Considering this and to save computational time,
a symmetric 2D Gaussian was chosen to analyze the neuronal
movies.
Because axons are actually 3D objects, it is of enormous
interest to understand how microtubules intertwine along each
other and how endosomes maneuver along tangled places.
This would require better resolution in all three directions. The
technique presented in the current study obtained subdiffraction
resolution only in 2 dimensions. The z-direction is still limited by
the z-plane optical thickness (600 nm). Recent technical devel-
opments such as controlled astigmatism (Huang et al., 2008;
Kao and Verkman, 1994) and multiplane detection (Juette
et al., 2008; Ram et al., 2008; Toprak et al., 2007) have achieved
40-50 nm z-resolution. Incorporation of these new techniques is
currently under way, with the goal of better understanding the 3D
organization of axonal microtubules in live cells and how that
organization affects endosomal transport.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Cell Culture
DRG neurons were harvested from rat embryos of age E15 according to a pub-
lished protocol (Chan et al., 2000). DRG neurons were cultured in a microfluidic
chamber specially designed for neuronal culture, in which the cell bodies are
grown in one chamber and the axons are directed to grow toward an adjacent
chamber through microchannels (Figure 1B). Because the microchannels are
only 10 mm wide and 2 mm high, the contents of the two chambers can be
segregated with minimal diffusion through the microchannels. In addition,
a positive pressure was created from the cell body compartment to the distal
axon compartment by simply maintaining a slightly higher liquid level in the cell
body compartment. This positive pressure asserts a net liquid flow toward the
distal axon compartment, which further diminishes diffusion of analytes from
the distal axon compartment to the cell body compartment. We exploit this
capability to segregate the chemical environment of neuron cell bodies from
that of the axon termini. We applied QD-NGF only to the distal axon chamber
where it binds to TrkA receptors on the membrane surface of distal axons and
some are internalized and sorted into endosomes. The middle compartment
shown in Figure 1B was designed to further dilute any QD-NGF diffusing
from the distal axon compartment through the microchannels and to prevent
any QD reaching the cell body compartment.
NGF was purified from mouse submaxillary glands, biotinylated via carboxyl
group substitution (Bronfman et al., 2003), and subsequently labeled with
quantum dot (605 nm emission wavelength) using a streptavidin-biotin linkage
according to published protocols (Cui et al., 2007). A 1:1 QD:NGF ratio was
used during conjugation and 1 nM was found to be the optimal concentrationStructure 17, 1433–14of QD-NGF in order to ensure a single QD per endosome and to avoid
extended overlapping of fluorescent endosomes while still getting an
adequate flow through the observation area. Sporadic QD-NGF transport in
the cell body compartment can be seen 30 min after application. A steady state
of NGF transport is reached 3 hours later, when the image acquisition begins.
Imaging Scheme
Imaging was performed using a pseudo total internal reflection fluorescence
(pseudo-TIRF) microscope built upon an inverted microscope (Nikon Ti-U)
equipped with a TIRF objective (Nikon APO 60x, 1.49NA) (Figure 1B). The inci-
dent angle of the incoming excitation laser beam was kept to be slightly less
than the critical angle required for complete internal reflection (Cui et al.,
2007; Tokunaga et al., 2008). While most of the light was reflected at the
glass-water interface like TIRF illumination, the pseudo-TIRF also resulted
in a highly refracted beam that propagates at a very small angle from the glass-
water surface (Figure 1B). The highly refracted beam illuminates the sample
to 1 mm deep (approximately 5 times greater than the depth of the evanes-
cent wave used in true TIRF systems). This pseudo-TIRF configuration offers
the advantage of high signal to noise ratio of traditional TIRF, while at the
same time penetrates deeper into the sample. As seen in Figure 2, the imaging
is restricted to the microchannels or the cell body compartment of the micro-
fluidic culture chamber. This ensures that all QD-NGF molecules observed had
been internalized at the axonal termini and transported toward the cell bodies,
and circumvents the signal contamination arising from the bulk QD-NGF
present in solution or non-specific binding of QD-NGF in the distal axon
chamber. In order to minimize phototoxicity, QD-605 was excited with a
5 mW green laser (Spectra-Physics, 532nm), with which we can image contin-
uously for up to 30 min at the same observation field without any visible
damage to the cells.
Fluorescence signal from the quantum dot was collected by the 603 objec-
tive, passed through a 605/20nm emission filter and detected using a back
illuminated EMCCD camera (Andor iXon DU-897E, 512 3 512) with a pixel
size 16 mm (corresponding to 0.23 mm at the object plane). The camera was
operated at 80C and the EM gain was set at 300, which greatly reduced
contributions of readout noise. For the data shown here, movies were taken
with 100 ms integration time. On average, endosomes move at 1.3 mm/s, so
it takes approximately 40 s for a single endosome to cross the 50 mm in the
observation area. In order to illustrate a number of microtubules in an axon
section, movies consisting of 2000-4000 fluorescence images were recorded
at 0.1 s intervals.
Data Analysis
All data analysis was performed with custom-written software in MATLAB. For
each frame, an 11 3 11 pixel image surrounding each individual fluorescent







ðx  x0Þ2 + ðy  y0Þ2
s2
##
B is a constant term due to background fluorescence and detector noise. A is
the amplitude that is related to the brightness of the molecule. x0 and y0 are the
coordinates of the center, and s is the standard deviation of the distribution
held to be equal in both directions, thereby imposing a symmetric Gaussian
on the PSFs. The fitted parameters are recorded for every QD-NGF PSF in
every frame of a movie, allowing us to reconstruct the traces of the path taken
by each molecule with high accuracy.
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
Supplemental Data include three movies, one table, and Supplemental Exper-
imental Procedures and can be found with this article online at http://www.cell.
com/structure/supplemental/S0969-2126(09)00376-1.
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